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OPEN CALL:
Antibiotic resistance
Networking costs. Apply for funding from
NJK! Our theme in this call is antibiotic
resistance and how to reduce or quit the
use of antibiotics - and gain from it. The call
is co-funded by the Swedish Research
Council National research programme on
antibiotic resistance. Apply latest
September 30th.
More info, please!

MATCHMAKING DAY/Iceland
Improve your networking
Develop your dream project and make your
networking even more creative and
efficient! Dr. Hannes Ottosson will share his
knowledge about how to make networking
really creative and you will join workshops
to elaborate your ideas. And we will see a
real geyser! If you are a PhD student you
can apply for a travel grant to Iceland!
More info and registration

Better evaluation of genebank
material

Networking will improve
Nordic meat area

NJK funds a network with the aim to create
a digital tool for predicting seed longevity
that can be used by genebank managers and
the seed industry all over the world. Such a
tool could reduce the costs of genebanks
and improve the long-term regeneration
planning.

NKJ funds the first networking activity in
the meat area in the Nordic region. The
network aims to maximize the utilization of
existing knowledge and skills by sharing
knowledge, analytical instruments and
protocols for analyses of meat between
Nordic partners.

More about the network

Nordic meat interests me!
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